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Question

Are passive or active agents more intelligent?
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Answer

A passive agent is an agent that simply does its thing but does not interact with the environment.
An active agent is an agent that actively interact with the environment.
Given those two definitions, we expect the active agent to appear more intelligent because it behaves
according to its environment and interacts with it. A passive agent may however also behave according to its
environment, it just doesn’t try to alter it.
Is an agent that never says anything necessarily dumb? Such agent could be hiding all the information of
the world within itself, and could potentially solve any problem thrown at him, but it simply does not offer
such answers because it doesn’t interact with the world. The relationship between the agent and the world is
one-sided, from the environment (on)to the agent. From the outside, the agent looks like an inanimate object
that doesn’t know anything nor can it do anything. But if you are able to peek inside, you can observe the
most complex processes occurring. I would suggest that such agent is highly intelligent.
In the stock market, we say that an investor is active if they regularly manage their portfolio, while a passive
investor is one that manages their portfolio less frequently, depends on indexes instead of individual stocks
and prefer to rely on the trend of stocks to make a profit. Active management is often compared to passive
management as a benchmark, that is to say, you should not get involved in active management if your strategy
cannot beat a simpler passive strategy. It is often the case that we see active investors as being foolish and
more likely to lose money than passive investors.
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